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Abstract—Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices are gradually adopting battery-less, energy harvesting solutions, thereby driving the development of an intermittent computing paradigm to accumulate computation progress across multiple power cycles. While many attempts have been made to enable standalone intermittent systems, little attention has focused on IoT networks formed by intermittent devices. We observe that the computation progress improved by distributed task concurrency in an intermittent network can be significantly offset by data unavailability due to frequent system failures.

This paper presents an intermittent-aware distributed concurrency control protocol which leverages existing data copies inherently created in the network to improve the computation progress of concurrently executed tasks. In particular, we propose a borrowing-based data management method to increase data availability and an intermittent two-phase commit procedure incorporated with distributed backward validation to ensure data consistency in the network. The proposed protocol was integrated into a FreeRTOS-extended intermittent operating system running on Texas Instruments devices. Experimental results show that the computation progress can be significantly improved, and this improvement is more apparent under weaker power, where more devices will remain offline for longer duration.

Index Terms—Distributed task concurrency, concurrency control, battery-less devices, intermittent networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) applications have become increasingly ubiquitous in many domains like environmental monitoring, which rely on ultra-low power lightweight devices with sensing, computing, and communication capabilities [45]. To ensure the sustainability of such devices, energy harvesting has been proposed as a promising alternative to battery charging [25] [26], thus sparking innovative applications such as self-powered ambient light [53] and audio sensors [33].
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However, ambient power sources are inherently weak and unstable, resulting in transient power on and off cycles [37]. Consequently, applications on battery-less devices have to be executed intermittently [29] [42] [52]. This unique execution behavior rules out existing approaches developed for fault tolerant networks [4] [54], which primarily address connection failures between nodes, and also those for robust distributed systems [10] [41] or database systems [7] [8] [24], which additionally consider occasional system failures of nodes. By contrast, intermittent systems suffer from extremely frequent system failures, significantly increasing the difficulty of designing both hardware and software solutions [28] [43], especially for a network formed by intermittent nodes which suffer from frequent and arbitrary power failures [18].

The research challenge for intermittent systems mainly lies in accumulating computation progress while ensuring data consistency across power cycles. Borrowed from traditional systems, numerous variations based on checkpointing have been proposed for intermittent systems to accumulate computation progress [6] [15] [27] [39] [44], while accommodating correct system recovery from frequent power failures [36] [50] [51]. Many attempts, such as differential checkpointing [3] [15] and stack trimming [32] [55], have also been made to reduce the checkpointing overhead. However, checkpointing requires system suspension and can impose significant runtime overhead, which scales with the checkpoint size and frequency, and system recovery by restoring all checkpointed data may not be timely completed when the available energy is scarce. Alternatively, task-based approaches partition an application program into multiple atomic tasks and only update the modified data after each task completion [16] [35] [38]. Upon power resumption, the interrupted task is recreated and rerun from the beginning. Existing intermittent execution approaches differ in what data are backed up during system execution and how much progress is re-executed upon power resumption.

In contrast to other task-based approaches that assume serial task execution, a failure-resilient design [11] [13] has recently been proposed to enable intermittent-aware task concurrency, where multiple tasks that share data on the same device can be executed in an interleaving manner to improve computation progress. To guarantee the consistency of shared data when accessed simultaneously by different tasks, concurrency control is employed to enforce serializability, atomicity, and durability [8]. Specifically, serializability ensures that the resultant data values produced by concurrently executed tasks are equivalent to the values when these tasks are executed serially in some arbitrary order. To accommodate frequent yet transient power failures, atomicity is enforced to update the modified data in an all-or-none manner to avoid data corruption due to partial updates, while durability is enforced to recover the data lost due to a system failure to a consistent
state.

Most prior research on intermittent computing focused on a standalone device. Recently, a few attempts were made to support communication peripherals for intermittent devices \[9\], \[34\] - \[40\]. The challenge for device-to-device intermittent communication primarily lies in ensuring both the transmitter and receiver are active simultaneously for at least the airtime of one complete packet. Accordingly, hardware-supported \[21\], \[47\] and software-assisted solutions \[49\] were developed to increase the probability of successful packet transmission between two intermittent nodes, making intermittent IoT networks increasingly possible. However, there has been comparatively little research on (even small-scale) networks formed by intermittent nodes, and the impact of intermittency on IoT networking has received little attention.

This paper presents the first attempt to address intermittent-aware distributed concurrency control, which is essential for multiple tasks executed concurrently on different intermittent devices to access shared data. We observe that the computation progress improved by task concurrency can be significantly offset by data unavailability due to intermittency. To increase data availability, we propose a distributed concurrency control protocol, which allows tasks to borrow existing data copies inherently created on any online devices having ever accessed the same data. Our protocol uses a borrowing-based data management method to enable unavailable data to be borrowed from the network as if they were directly accessed from the original devices.

However, this flexibility raises two design challenges. The first challenge is how to atomically commit data modifications based on the borrowed copies back to their original devices and, despite frequent power failures, how to recover data objects scattered on different devices to a consistent state. We enforce atomicity and durability by an intermittent two-phase commit procedure, which allows data modifications to be accumulatedly committed onto intermittently-powered devices, while maintaining data consistency on different devices at all times. The second challenge is to enforce the serializability of tasks executed concurrently based on the original and also borrowed data copies. This challenge is addressed by a distributed validation algorithm with the consideration of task dependency implicitly created due to data borrowing. Accordingly, our protocol increases data availability while guaranteeing data consistency in an intermittent network.

Our protocol was integrated into a FreeRTOS-extended intermittent operating system \[2\] and deployed on a small-scale intermittent network formed by Texas Instruments (TI) MSP430 devices to evaluate its performance by forward progress \[4\]. Experiments were conducted based on a simplified smart farming application, under different power sources and network sizes. Compared to a distributed concurrency control protocol that integrates the failure-resilient design \[11\] and two-phase commit protocol \[22\], our protocol improves forward progress by 20 to 33\% by increasing the data availability, where the improvement is more evident under a weaker power source and in a larger network. We also conduct a breakdown analysis on the blocking time and communication overhead to provide useful insights and suggest potential extensions for intermittent-aware distributed concurrency control.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section \[II\] provides background information and Section \[III\] explains the motivation for this work. In Section \[IV\] we present our protocol, with system implementation issues discussed in Section \[V\]. Experimental results are reported in Section \[VI\] and Section \[VII\] discusses the limitations of our protocol and potential extensions. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section \[VIII\].

II. Background

A. Distributed Concurrency Control

An IoT network comprises multiple lightweight devices connected via low-data rate wireless communication to cooperatively perform a joint application, as shown in Figure \[1\]. Each device runs multiple tasks that concurrently access data objects in hybrid memory comprising volatile memory (VM) and non-volatile memory (NVM). Moreover, tasks executed on any device (denoted as an accessing node) can read and write data objects maintained by other devices (denoted as owner nodes), thereby allowing tasks to concurrently run on different devices to improve overall computation progress. Note that any device can simultaneously be an accessing node that accesses remote data objects and an owner node that shares local data objects with others. However, because a device only maintains its local tasks and data objects, the data consistency among devices need to be maintained by the cooperation of multiple nodes in the network.

![Fig. 1: Multiple tasks sharing data in a distributed IoT network](image)

To tolerate temporary network connection and/or node failures, a distributed control protocol, which may rely on some data synchronization \[10\], \[41\] or recovery mechanism \[7\], \[8\], \[22\], is essential to maintain the consistency of shared data objects. When task concurrency is allowed, a distributed network commonly uses validation-based concurrency control \[30\], which eliminates complicated lock management, to enforce serializability, atomicity, and durability across multiple nodes. Specifically, all data modifications made by tasks are in their own working space, and whenever a task attempts to commit its data modifications, the serializability is enforced through a distributed backward validation algorithm \[7\], \[23\], where a joint validation decision is made based on the partial result validated by each owner node. If serializability is not violated, the task proceeds to commit; otherwise, it is aborted and rerun.

Moreover, the committed data modifications must not cause data corruption due to partial updates. To ensure atomicity, once a task is validated as serializable, its data modifications must be committed in an all-or-none manner \[31\], typically via some consensus protocol like two-phase commit \[23\], to prevent the inconsistency of data objects across nodes. In

\[1\] Forward progress, defined as the computation workload finished within a given period of time, is a major metric widely used to evaluate intermittent system performance when the task completion time varies significantly from run to run due to non-deterministic power failure periods.
the first phase, all participant nodes reach a consensus on whether to commit, while in the second phase, they obey the consensus to commit either all or none of the data modifications. Despite a system failure, to enforce durability, the modifications committed into persistent memory (or storage) must be recoverable to a consistent state [43]. Traditionally, some mechanism like logging-based checkpointing [43] is employed on every node to log all data access operations at runtime and periodically checkpoint the data modifications and logs into persistent memory, allowing the data objects scattered across the network to be recovered to a consistent state via a distributed recovery procedure [31][22].

B. Intermittent-aware Concurrency Control

Figure 2 shows a typical hardware architecture of an intermittent device. To operate with weak ambient power, the device uses an energy management unit to buffer harvested energy into a capacitor. When the capacitor voltage reaches an upper (resp. lower) threshold, the device is powered on (resp. off), leading to intermittent execution. To accumulate computation progress across power cycles, the device is equipped with hybrid memory that comprises VM and NVM connected to the memory bus and directly accessible by the CPU. The VM features high access speed but suffers from data loss upon power failures, whereas the NVM is just the opposite. Early studies on intermittent systems use checkpointing [6][27][44] to accumulate computation progress and logging to accommodate system recovery. Specifically, during checkpointing, tasks are suspended to backup their data and contexts from VM to NVM, and during recovery, the system is restored to the latest checkpoint, while the logs saved in NVM are traversed to undo partially updated data and redo interrupted tasks. Consequently, logging-based checkpointing can recover the system to a consistent state but suffers from long runtime suspension and recovery.

Fig. 2: System architecture of an intermittent device

When multiple tasks are concurrently executed on an intermittent system, which could experience extremely frequent power failures (in milliseconds or seconds, depending on the capacitor used and the energy consumed by executed tasks), the suspension overhead incurred by checkpointing can offset the progress improvement achieved by task concurrency [12], and also system recovery based on logging may not be timely completed within such a short power-on period [14]. In contrast, task-based approaches only update the data modifications committed into the consistent version in NVM only if the task is deemed finished to prevent the consistent version from being repeatedly modified, protecting idempotence [36]. Unfinished tasks are volatile in VM upon power failures as if they had never been executed, and after power resumption, they are directly recreated based on the consistent version, achieving instant recovery without logging.

The failure-resilient design, which was originally developed for a standalone intermittent node, can be extended and applied to an intermittent network formed by multiple intermittent nodes. The two-phase commit protocol [23], in which the participant nodes are required to record the execution states of the protocol, allows the consensus to be achieved in an accumulative manner, without all participant nodes being online simultaneously. Accordingly, whenever being prepared to finish, a task executed on a node can simply use the two-phase commit protocol, with the backward validation algorithm [11] incorporated, to atomically commit its data modifications into the corresponding consistent versions on different nodes if the task is validated as serializable, while the consistent versions can be used to correctly recreate and rerun unfinished tasks interrupted due to power failures, thereby enabling distributed task concurrency in an intermittent network.

III. Observation and Motivation

This work is complementary to prior research on standalone intermittent systems, in that checkpointing overhead is a decisive factor for an intermittent device to efficiently accumulate computation progress across power cycles, while data unavailability might have a significant impact on the overall computation progress in an intermittent network. To investigate the impact of intermittency on IoT networking, we conducted an experiment on an intermittent network comprising three TI MSP430 devices. Each device is equipped with a 40mF capacitor as the energy buffer, and a TI CC1101 Radio Frequency (RF) transceiver to communicate with the other devices. A FreeRTOS-extended operating system, which integrates the failure-resilient design and the two-phase commit protocol (as described in Section [11][23]), was installed on each device to enable distributed task concurrency in the intermittent network.

Considering that intermittent devices are typically intended for low-data-rate, lightweight applications, we emulated a simplified smart farming application running on the three-node intermittent network to monitor the amount of sprinkled water. One device serves as the owner node, which holds a shared data object representing the quantity of water, while the other two devices serve as accessing nodes. Three respective tasks that repeatedly run on the nodes concurrently read the shared data object, calculate the amount of water to be sprinkled, and then commit their respective values to the data object. This experimental setup emulates a simple IoT application, where three concurrently executed tasks share a data object in a network.
We measure the forward progress (defined as the number of finished tasks per minute) achieved respectively by serial and concurrent task execution, under different power sources manufactured by a programmable power supply. Three power sources, namely stable (≥81 mW), strong (75 mW), and weak (65 mW), are used to emulate different ambient power scenarios and thus different amounts of data availability. The data availability is defined as the probability that the data object is available when a task attempts to access it remotely. As shown in Figure 3, concurrent task execution can significantly improve the forward progress achieved by serial task execution. However, as the data availability decreases, the improved forward progress drops substantially. Specifically, under stable power, when the data availability is 100%, task concurrency can improve the forward progress by 66%. When the power source is insufficient to operate the devices continuously, depending on the degree of intermittency, the data availability drops to 85.6% under strong power and 74.5% under weak power, while the improvements respectively drop to 59% and 50%. The result shows that data unavailability has a significant impact on not only the forward progress of an intermittent network, but also the efficacy of distributed task concurrency.

We further investigate the key cause. During serial task execution, the task will be blocked and yield the CPU to other tasks if the remote data object is unavailable and, whenever the task is scheduled to occupy the CPU, it will try to access the remote data object again. The process will be repeated until the owner node recovers from the power failure. This not only prolongs the task execution time, but also wastes the harvested energy and shortens the online duration of the node. The data unavailability has an even more adverse impact on concurrent task execution, because more tasks sharing the same data object would be blocked by the offline owner node simultaneously. Under weaker power, where more owner nodes would remain offline for longer duration, the forward progress improved by task concurrency would be more significantly offset by data unavailability. This observation provides the motivation for intermittent-aware distributed concurrency control, and inspires our protocol design.

IV. INTERMITTENT-AWARE DISTRIBUTED CONCURRENCY CONTROL

A. Design Rationale and Challenges

To increase data availability, we propose a borrowing-based distributed concurrency control protocol, which leverages existing data copies inherently created in an intermittent network for tasks to make forward progress even when owner nodes are currently offline. Note that these copies inherently exist on those nodes having ever accessed the same data objects (even without our protocol), and the memory spaces of the copies can be reclaimed when they become invalid. This is different from data replication stored permanently on multiple nodes with the replicates kept consistent via data synchronization, as widely used in traditional distributed systems.

To enable tasks to borrow unavailable objects from other nodes as if the data objects were directly accessed from their owner nodes, we propose a borrowing-based data management method in Section IV-C where a data object can have multiple versions and copies to be simultaneously accessed and borrowed by multiple tasks. However, allowing data borrowing raises additional challenges.

First, to enforce atomicity and durability, the data modifications based on the borrowed copies should be atomically committed onto the corresponding owner nodes, and despite frequent power failures, data objects scattered on different owner nodes must be recoverable to a consistent state. This is particularly challenging because online nodes may arbitrarily encounter power failures during a distributed recovery procedure and invoke new recovery procedures, thus stagnating the intermittent network with non-terminated distributed recovery. In Section IV-C, we propose an intermittent two-phase commit protocol to atomically commit the data modifications of a task onto different owner nodes in an accumulative manner, while maintaining the consistency of data objects on owner nodes at all times, thereby eliminating the need for a distributed recovery procedure.

The second challenge is to allow multiple tasks to concurrently be executed based on different versions and copies, while maintaining serializability. Serializability validation becomes more complicated because allowing tasks to borrow data copies that have been modified on other nodes (denoted as source nodes) creates implicit task dependency, where a task will become non-serializable if any borrowed copies cannot be committed by the source nodes due to serializability violation. In Section IV-D, we propose a distributed validation algorithm with task dependency consideration, to validate the serializability of a task that can access and borrow data objects from multiple nodes.

B. Borrowing-based Data Management

1) Data Versions and Copies: We enable borrowing-based concurrency control by multi-version data management, where each data object has two versions, namely the consistent version and the working version. The consistent version represents the latest value committed by a serializable task and is persistently preserved in NVM on the corresponding owner node. In contrast, working versions temporarily store intermediate values written by unfinished tasks and will be lost in VM on the respective accessing nodes. Two additional copies, called the duplicated copy and the modified copy derived from the consistent version and the working version inherently during task execution, can be leveraged to increase data availability.

As shown in Figure 3, when a task reads the consistent version of a data object, which can be either local or remote, a duplicated copy will inherently be created in local VM on
the accessing node. Then, the duplicated copy will be kept unmodified and can be read by other tasks by default to utilize high speed VM, thereby avoiding slow data access to the consistent version every time. Consequently, if the task attempts to first modify the data object, a working version dedicated for the task will be created in a copy-on-write manner in local VM to store its intermediate value. At the end of execution, the working version of the task will be inherently saved into local NVM as the modified copy to avoid re-execution due to power failures. If power fails before the modified copy is completely saved, the task will be recreated and rerun after power resumption, as if it had never been executed. In contrast, the modified copy will be committed back to the consistent version on the owner node, and the task is deemed finished afterward.

![Fig. 4: Data versions and copies created during execution](image)

2) Borrowing Strategy: When a task attempts to read a data object, but the corresponding owner node is offline, any duplicated or modified copy of the data object in the network can be borrowed instead, as shown in Figure 5 preventing the task from being blocked due to data unavailability. A duplicated copy can be borrowed as if the task directly read the original consistent version of the data object on the owner node. Similarly, a modified copy can be borrowed as if the task early read an updated consistent version. If multiple copies exist in the network, the latest modified copy that represents the latest value in the network is always preferred, thereby improving forward progress in an optimistic manner. Moreover, the borrowed copies can further be borrowed by other tasks executed on the same or different accessing nodes. However, if any task creating the copies is aborted due to serializability violation, the borrowed copies will be deleted to prevent them from being further borrowed by other tasks. To borrow data copies from the network, we use a broadcasting implementation, which will be detailed in Section V-A.

![Fig. 5: Borrowable data copies](image)

C. Intermittent Two-phase Commit

1) Atomic Commit and Instant Recovery: Two-phase commit is a standard technique used to atomically commit data modifications to distributed nodes. Our protocol additionally defines when and what to commit, thereby eliminating the need for a distributed recovery procedure to accommodate frequent and arbitrary node failures. We borrow a similar idea from [11], where the consistent versions are always kept consistent with the progress of finished tasks on a single intermittent node. To this end, a task can only update the consistent versions via an atomic commit operation at the end of execution, so that tasks left unfinished due to a power failure are simply lost in VM and can be directly recreated and rerun based on the consistent versions in NVM after power resumption, enabling instant recovery. Differently, our atomic commit procedure allows the consistent versions scattered across the network to be always kept consistent with the progress of tasks finished on different nodes. Accordingly, to prevent the consistent versions from being partially updated due to power failures or repeatedly updated by finished tasks, an accessing node can only commit a serializable task’s modified copies atomically into the consistent versions on their owner nodes via a two-phase commit procedure, as follows.

![Fig. 6: Two-phase commit with backward validation](image)

The two-phase commit procedure incorporates a backward validation algorithm for all participant nodes to reach a consensus on the abortion of the task or the commitment of its modified copies. As shown in Figure 6 in the first phase, the accessing node sends a validation request, along with the task identity and its corresponding modified copies, to each participant owner node and then waits for its partial validation result. Upon receipt of all the partial validation results, the accessing node jointly validates the serializability of the task and makes a final decision. Note that once the consensus is reached, all participant nodes must obey and eventually complete the task abortion or commitment to avoid data inconsistency in the network. If serializability is not violated, in the second phase, the accessing node asks each owner node to atomically commit the received modified copies; otherwise, it aborts the task and asks the owner nodes to discard the received modified copies. Upon receipt of the acknowledgements from all owner nodes that the modified copies have been committed or discarded, the accessing node finishes or reruns the task accordingly, and then the two-phase commit procedure ends.

In an intermittent network, nodes typically suffer from frequent power failures and may not be online at the same time. To allow the two-phase commit procedure to be completed in an accumulative manner, the accessing node that invokes the procedure records the current phase. When some owner nodes are offline, the accessing node will keep sending requests of partial validation to those nodes in the first phase, or keep sending the joint validation decision in the second phase. Similarly, when the accessing node is offline, the owner nodes wait for the accessing node to send the validation request again and reply with their partial validation results in the first phase, or wait for the joint validation decision and reply with their acknowledgements in the second phase. We use a polling-based implementation to avoid request flooding. Implementation issues will be detailed in Section V-A.
Because updating the consistent version of any data object must be mutually exclusive, it can only be updated via a two-phase commit procedure invoked by one accessing node at a time. Thus, after completely receiving a validation request, an owner node first checks whether any of the data objects related to this request are currently involved in another commit procedure. If neither is currently involved, the owner node validates whether these data objects can be committed using the backward validation algorithm and then replies its partial validation result. Otherwise, the owner node holds off this request and keeps silent to the accessing node until all these data objects are not involved in another commit procedure. Consequently, two accessing nodes may wait for each other in their own first phases, resulting in a deadlock. We adopt a timeout mechanism [19] to break the deadlock by forcing the accessing nodes to abandon the current procedures. Implementation issues will be detailed in Section V-A.

2) Atomicity and Durability Enforcement: We enforce atomicity and durability by leveraging the characteristics of VM and NVM. For each data object, its versions and copies accessed by the three operations are appropriately allocated in the hybrid memory, as summarized in Figure 7. Although a task can read a data object via its consistent version, any task cannot directly write on the consistent version but on its own working version in local VM. At the end of execution, a task saves its working versions into local NVM as the modified copies, which are afterward atomically committed to the consistent versions on their owner nodes. Therefore, the consistent versions in NVM will never be affected during task execution and can only be atomically updated via a two-phase commit procedure after the task is validated as serializable, enforcing the atomicity.

![Fig. 7: Data version and copy allocation](image)

Power failures may happen during task execution. After power resumption, if the modified copies have not been completely saved, the partially saved modified copies are discarded, while the working versions and duplicated copies are directly lost in VM, so the task can be directly recreated and rerun as if it had never been executed. In contrast, if the modified copies are completely saved, the task is not rerun, and the two-phase commit procedure directly resumes updating the consistent versions. Once the modified copies are successfully committed, the task is marked as finished to prevent the consistent versions from being repeatedly updated. Thus, despite power failures, the consistent versions will always remain consistent with the progress of finished tasks, which allows instant recovery while enforcing durability.

D. Distributed Validation with Task Dependency

1) Task Dependency Check: Distributed validation is common to guarantee task serializability across multiple nodes. Ours additionally resolves task dependency implicitly created due to data borrowing. Before a task can commit its modified copies, the task must be validated as serializable in the network via a distributed validation algorithm, which shares a similar idea with a centralized validation algorithm [11] [13]. Differently, the previous algorithm is intended for a single intermittent node and thus cannot validate the serializability of a task that can access remote data objects on multiple intermittent nodes, especially when the task is also allowed to borrow duplicated and modified copies from the network. Data borrowing creates implicit task dependency, where a task that has ever borrowed any modified copies from other nodes can commit its modified copies only after all the related modified copies on the source nodes are successfully committed into the corresponding consistent versions. If any modified copy on some source node cannot be committed due to serializability violation, the task also becomes non-serializable. As a result, once a non-serializable task is aborted, all the tasks that have ever borrowed its modified copies should also be aborted, resulting in a cascaded abortion.

To resolve the dependency of a task having borrowed modified copies from the network, the accessing node queries the corresponding owner nodes about whether the modified copies on the source nodes have been committed into their consistent versions. An owner node replies a positive if all related modified copies have been committed, and a negative if any of the modified copies cannot be committed due to serializability violation. If neither a positive nor a negative has been determined, an owner node remains silent as if it were offline. The accessing node repeatedly queries the owner nodes until it receives all the positives or any negatives. Note that the modified copies on the source nodes will be either committed or discarded, so the accessing node will eventually receive all the positives or any negatives. Upon receipt of any negative, the accessing node aborts and reruns the task. In contrast, task dependency is resolved, and the task can proceed to be validated for serializability.

2) Distributed Backward Validation: Our distributed validation algorithm extends the centralized validation algorithm [13]. To maintain a serializable order, each finished task is associated with a validity time interval, in which the task can be executed logically in isolation. The centralized algorithm derives the validity time interval of the task under validation according to its read and write operations (recorded in VM during task execution), in an attempt to serialize the precedence relationship between the task and all finished tasks which have ever accessed some of the same data objects. Specifically, when a task reads (or writes) some data object, its interval should shrink to avoid overlapping with the interval of any finished task that has committed the same object, so that it can viewed as finished before (or started after) the latest finished task that shares objects with the task. If a nonempty interval can be derived for the task, the task is serializable; otherwise it is not.

As shown in Figure 6, we incorporate the centralized validation algorithm into our intermittent two-phase commit procedure, allowing validation to be completed in a distributed manner without all nodes being online simultaneously. To validate a task, in the validation phase (Phase 1), the accessing node sends each participant owner node a request of partial
validation. The request carries the task identity and its modified copies to be committed onto the owner node, as well as all read and write operations on the related data objects. Provided that task dependency has been resolved, each owner node uses the centralized validation algorithm to derive a time interval based on the received request and all serializable tasks that have committed some of the same data objects on the owner node. The derived time interval (which represents the partial validation result) is then replied to the accessing node. Upon receipt of all the time intervals, the accessing node derives their intersection as the validity time interval for the task, thereby determining serializability. In the commit phase (Phase 2), the accessing node sends the validity time interval (which implies the decision) to the owner nodes, and then all participant nodes obey the consensus to complete the task abortion or commitment, as presented in Section IV-C.

Note that the respective inputs required for the dependency check procedure and the validation algorithm can be sent together via one single communication, while their outputs can be combined and replied via another communication, as shown in the validation phase in Figure 6. Specifically, once the task dependency is found to be insolvable, the owner node can reply an empty interval, in substitution for a negative reply, to the accessing node. In contrast, if the task dependency on the owner node is resolvable, the owner node can just reply the time interval derived by the validation algorithm, with the positive reply omitted. However, our implementation introduces two extra communications to decrease the probability of a deadlock, by reducing the number of accessing nodes waiting for one another in their own validation phases. More details will be discussed in Section V-B.

3) Serializability Enforcement: Previous work [13], where all tasks that share data objects run on the same intermittent node, has proven that any serializable task validated by the centralized algorithm is conflict-serializable [24]. The idea is to show that the to-be-validated task has a non-empty validity time interval which does not overlap with the validity time interval of any serializable task that has committed some data objects shared with the task. Consequently, the task can be viewed as having been executed in isolation in its validity time interval. Similarly, for any task validated by the proposed distributed algorithm, its serializability can be proved by showing that the intersection of the time intervals replied by all participant owner nodes does not overlap with the validity time interval of any serializable task that has committed some data objects shared with the task.

During our distributed validation algorithm, which is mutually exclusive, no tasks other than the task under validation will be validated as serializable. Because each owner node uses the centralized algorithm in [13], the time interval derived for the task must not overlap with the validity time interval of any serializable task that has committed some shared data objects on the owner node. To make a joint validation decision, the accessing node will eventually receive the time intervals from all participant owner nodes, and their intersection must be within all those received intervals. Thus, the intersected interval will not overlap with the validity time interval of any serializable task that has committed some data objects shared with the task. Thus, serializability is enforced.

V. AN OPERATING SYSTEM FOR INTERMITTENT NETWORKS

To realize an operating system for intermittent networks, we integrated our borrowing-based distributed concurrency control protocol into an intermittent operating system [2], which was built upon FreeRTOS according to the failure-resilient design intended for standalone intermittent systems [13]. Our protocol is realized on top of the task scheduler and memory manager, as shown in Figure 8 with around 4800 lines of C code. The key requirement for the integration is that the operating system must still accommodate a power failure at an arbitrary line of code. Our operating system is then deployed on several TI MSP430 devices, equipped with TI CC1101 RF transceivers to form an intermittent network. Since node communications are time and energy consuming, our implementation principle is to reduce the number of communications.

A. Data Manager

The data manager maintains multiple data versions and copies. Apart from local data manipulation supported in [2], our data manager allows remote data manipulation. When a task attempts to access a remote object, the data manager on the accessing node will keep broadcasting a request with the data identity to the network until the desired object is received. Upon receipt of the request, the data manager on another node will reply with its consistent version or duplicated/modified copy (with a timestamp representing data freshness) if it exists. If the data manager requesting the data object receives more than one version or copy, it passes one of them to the task according to our borrowing strategy in Section IV-B. The broadcasting implementation requires fewer node communications than querying the nodes one by one.

When a task attempts to commit its modified copies, the data manager will invoke a two-phase commit procedure presented in Section IV-C to reach a consensus. If a commit consensus is reached, each participant owner node uses the shadowing mechanism implemented in [13] to atomically save all the received modified copies into local NVM. The consistent version of a data object can only be updated by one commit procedure at a time. To enforce a mutually exclusive update, the data manager maintains a queue to record those currently involved data objects. If two nodes wait for each other to complete their commit procedures, a deadlock occurs. We employ a timeout mechanism [19], where a node that cannot timely complete its commit procedure should ask all participant owner nodes to abandon the current procedure and
re-invokes the procedure later again. The timeout is fixed at 3 seconds in our implementation but can also be dynamically determined for each commit procedure depending on factors like power stability and the number of participant nodes.

The two-phase commit procedure can be completed in an accumulative manner, without all participant owner nodes being online simultaneously. To this end, the accessing node invoking the commit procedure records the current phase and those owner nodes having yet to reply. Despite power instability, the accessing node, upon recovery, will keep polling those owner nodes until it collects all necessary replies in each phase. A power-interrupted reply will be resent rather than resumed. To enable an interrupted request or reply to be resumable, the wireless module needs to be compatible with some I/O-based checkpoint mechanism [34], which is not applicable to the used RF transceiver. In an intermittent network, the polling-based implementation usually incurs a smaller number of undeliverable replies than a pushing-based implementation, in which all participant owner nodes also record the procedure states and proactively resend replies.

B. Validation Handler

The validation handler performs the distributed validation algorithm while resolving potential task dependency, as presented in Section IV-D. A task may borrow multiple data copies from different nodes. To reduce the number of communications during the dependency check, the accessing node asks the owner node, instead of those source nodes, to check whether those modified copies on the source nodes have been committed, cannot be committed, or have yet to be committed. The three cases respectively indicate that the tasks creating the modified copies are finished, aborted, and unfinished, based on which task dependency can be resolved accordingly.

Because multiple nodes can check their task dependencies simultaneously without a conflict, our implementation reduces the mutually exclusive section of the two-phase commit procedure by excluding the task dependency check. To this end, we introduce two extra communications between an accessing node and each participant owner node, one for the owner node to inform whether the task dependency is resolvable, and the other for the accessing node to inform whether to invoke the validation algorithm. Given every accessing node invokes distributed validation only after the task dependency has been resolved, the number of accessing nodes waiting in their own validation phases will be reduced, thereby decreasing the probability of a deadlock. Such an implementation weighs extra communications for control information and ineffective communications due to deadlocks.

We integrate backward validation into the two-phase commit procedure to ensure mutual exclusion while reducing the number of communications. Furthermore, the distributed validation algorithm requires time synchronization among nodes to correctly derive time intervals. Whenever a node recovers from a power failure, it should synchronize its time with other online nodes in the network. To simplify the implementation, we use an always-on time keeping node. The time granularity is set as 200 ms, which is sufficiently coarse-grained to tolerate the RF transmission delay of a time-synchronization packet.

exempt an intermittent network from the time-keeping node, some time-keeping mechanism [17], with custom hardware support, could be adopted.

C. Node Communications

Compared with WiFi and Bluetooth modules, RF transceivers have lower energy consumption and thus are typically used for intermittent devices [47] [49]. Our prototype uses the TI CC1101 RF transceiver for node communications. However, this low-power transceiver supports neither time-division multiple access (TDMA) nor frequency-division multiple access (FDMA), and thus may suffer from collision when multiple nodes try to transmit simultaneously. To mitigate collision, we implemented a hardware-supported clear channel assessment (CCA) [46] in the transceiver’s device driver, preventing multiple nodes from transmitting simultaneously. Before a node transmits, it uses the CCA to appraise the channel. If the channel is clear, it transmits immediately; otherwise, it retries again after backoff of 100 ms, which is the average packet transmission time.

Despite the channel clearance mechanism, the hardware used to implement the CCA cannot always appraise the channel accurately, resulting in increasingly severe channel collision with the network scale. We observed that packets could hardly be transmitted using the RF transceiver when a network comprises more than 5 nodes. Current ultra-low power transceivers support neither TDMA nor FDMA, resulting in severe channel collision. In contrast, transceivers supporting TDMA or FDMA are too energy-consuming to be driven by energy harvested in a capacitor. As a result, the off-the-shelf transceivers currently available limit the scale of our prototype network (to 4 intermittent nodes plus 1 time-keeping node when the TI RF transceiver is used). However, our protocol is applicable to larger-scale intermittent networks if ultra-low power wireless modules supporting multiple access and multihop relay routing become available for intermittent devices.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Experimental Setup

![Fig. 9: The experimental environment](image)

To evaluate the proposed protocol, we installed our FreeRTOS-extended intermittent operating system on TI MSP430 LaunchPad devices equipped with TI CC1101 RF Transceivers to form a small-scale intermittent network, as described in Section V. The experimental environment is shown in Figure 9. Each device is powered by an energy management unit (EMU) composed of a TI BQ25504 boost converter, a 40mF capacitor to buffer energy, and a power...
switch to turn on (resp. off) the power supply when the capacitor voltage rises above 2.8 V (resp. drops below 2.4 V). Additionally, an always-on time keeping device is dedicated for time synchronization in the intermittent network. Table I details the specifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hardware and software specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hardware</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switch On/Off Voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stable, Strong, Medium, Weak</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We further expanded the simplified smart farming application used in Section III to run on an intermittent network of a monitoring node and \((N-1)\) sprinkling nodes, where \(N=3\) or 4. Specifically, the monitoring node maintains two data objects representing respectively the humidity of soil and the quantity of water, as well as runs two tasks, where one task updates the humidity object by accessing a humidity sensor, while the other checks both objects to indicate whether the network is functioning correctly via an LED light. Each sprinkling node maintains a data object representing the amount of water to be sprinkled, and also runs two tasks, where one task remotely reads the humidity object to update the local sprinkle object, while the other reads the sprinkle object, sends a control packet to an external sprinkler, and then updates the sprinkle and remote quantity objects. These \(2N\) tasks are repeatedly run on \(N\) nodes to concurrently read, write, and commit \((N+1)\) shared data objects. The workload per node is fixed to ensure that, regardless of the network size, a node will suffer from a similar pattern of power failures under the same power supply. Although the currently available hardware does not allow us to implement a larger-scale intermittent network, the experimental setup is sufficient for us to evaluate the efficacy of data borrowing while drawing potential extensions.

To emulate energy harvesting, each device was powered by a Keithley 2280S programmable power supply. Four power sources, stable (\(\geq 81\) mW), strong (75 mW), medium (70 mW), and weak (65 mW), were manufactured to emulate average magnitude of power generated by a small \((6\text{cm}^2)\) solar cell as the weather changes from sunny to cloudy [37]. Each power source lasted 10 minutes, which was sufficient to mitigate experimental variances while making experiments reproducible. Under stable power, the device operates continuously. In contrast, the other power sources were sufficient to finish at least one task in a single power cycle [2] but insufficient to operate the device continuously, leading to repeated yet unpredictable power failures. Under intermittent power, intermittent nodes can experience different power on and off cycles, where the online duration ranged from 4 to 10 seconds, while the offline duration was approximately 3 to 4 seconds, depending on the capacitor size, power strength, and task workload. Note that our protocol is developed for intermittent power, yet its incurred overhead can be evaluated under stable power.

A distributed control protocol can be orthogonal to intermittent execution approaches developed for a standalone device. We compared our borrowing-based protocol (denoted as OURS) with an intermittent-aware distributed concurrency control protocol (CON) and a serial execution protocol (SER). CON integrates the failure-resilient design [11] and the two-phase commit protocol [23] to enable distributed task concurrency, as described in Section II-B. The difference between OURS and CON is whether data borrowing is allowed, while the difference between SER and CON is that tasks are respectively executed serially and concurrently. All the protocols were respectively integrated into a FreeRTOS-extended intermittent operating system [2] for a fair comparison, and evaluated in terms of forward progress, which is a metric widely used to evaluate intermittent system performance. We also conduct a breakdown analysis on the blocking time and communication overhead to explore opportunities for further performance improvement.

### B. Forward Progress

First, we measured forward progress (defined as the number of finished tasks per minute) under different combinations of power sources (from stable to weak) and network sizes \((N=3\) or 4). In the smart farming application, larger forward progress means more intensive environmental monitoring. Different power sources allow us to observe how power instability decreases data availability and thus forward progress. Similarly, different network sizes allow different numbers of borrowable copies, allowing us to observe how data borrowing increases data availability and thus forward progress.

![Fig. 10: Forward progress under various power sources and network sizes](image)

Figure 10 shows the forward progress achieved by each evaluated protocol, under different power sources and network sizes. As expected, the forward progress decreases as the power source becomes weaker, because tasks require longer times to finish when nodes suffer from more frequent power failures. Although OURS and CON tremendously outperform SER, the decrease in forward progress is more apparent under OURS and CON than under SER, due to more tasks being...
blocked by data unavailability when executed concurrently, as observed in Section [III]. However, OURS enables data borrowing to compensate for data unavailability, thus achieving more forward progress than CON. Specifically, under stable power, OURS achieves less forward progress than CON, due to the extra overhead needed to borrow data copies regardless of the 100% data availability. In contrast, under intermittent power, OURS improves the progress of CON more significantly under weaker power, due to a larger difference in data availability.

By comparing the counterpart results in Figures 10(a) and 10(b), we observe that the data availability under CON decreases with power instability (i.e., the blue line) more dramatically when \(N=4\) than \(N=3\). This is because the larger the network size, the more the tasks that request data objects from the owner node, causing the owner node to exhaust its energy more quickly. Consequently, the owner node suffers from more frequent power failures, and longer duration especially under weaker power, resulting in a more severe decrease in data availability. In contrast, the data availability under OURS decreases with power instability (i.e., the orange line) more slowly when \(N=4\) than \(N=3\). The reason is that the larger the network size, the more the borrowable copies, which is particularly beneficial to data availability under weaker power. In a larger network, due to a larger difference in data availability, OURS can achieve an even more significant progress improvement over CON.

Overall, OURS shows the largest forward progress among the three evaluated protocols under intermittent power. Compared with CON, OURS improves the forward progress respectively by 20 to 28% and by 24 to 33% for the 3-node and 4-node intermittent networks. The improvement is more evident under weaker power, where the owner node suffers from frequent power failures of longer duration, and in a larger network with more borrowable copies.

C. Blocking Time and Communication Overhead

On the surface, data borrowing increases data availability to reduce the blocking time at the cost of extra communications required to borrow data copies and check task dependency. In fact, if data borrowing is not allowed, one node has to keep retrying to access the desired data objects until the owner nodes recover, while data borrowing can leverage inherent data copies to reduce ineffective retries. To validate whether OURS can reduce the blocking time and communication overhead required by CON, we conduct a breakdown analysis on the blocking time (defined as the average time required for a task to successfully obtain a desired remote object) and the communication overhead (defined as the average number of communication retries required for a task that shares remote objects to finish its execution).

Figure 11 shows the blocking time caused by each evaluated protocol, under different power sources and network sizes. SER shows the longest blocking time among the protocols, because only one task can access a data object at a time. The blocking time is even longer when tasks have to execute for a longer time under weaker power, or have to wait for more tasks that are accessing shared objects in a larger network. By leveraging task concurrency, both CON and OURS cause a substantially shorter blocking time than SER. Under stable power, OURS shows a longer blocking time than CON, because OURS still spends extra time and energy to borrow data copies given 100% data availability. However, OURS can significantly reduce the blocking time of CON under intermittent power, where OURS leverages the borrowable copies to proceed with forward progress. The reduction in the blocking time is more obvious under a weaker power source and in a larger network, due to a larger difference in data availability between OURS and CON, as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 12 shows the communication overhead caused by each protocol under different power sources and network sizes. SER shows the lowest communication overhead among the protocols, because it does not require extra communications for serializability validation. By contrast, both CON and OURS incur high communication overhead, especially under weak power where each data access or serializability validation may require multiple communication retries to complete. Under stable power, OURS shows higher communication overhead than CON, because OURS requires extra communications for data borrowing and dependency checking. Interestingly, OURS shows lower overhead than CON under intermittent power. The reason is that CON requires more retries to complete each data access under weaker power, but...
OURS can leverage the inherent data copies. On average, CON requires extra 1.1 to 3.1 retries, while OURS requires only 0.3 to 1.2 retries, depending mainly on power instability. Furthermore, we observe that some communications suffer from collision (i.e., the gray background in the bar plots), which is more severe in a larger network because more nodes try to transmit simultaneously, as discussed in Section VI-C. Note that the collision has a more adverse impact on OURS than on CON, because both channel collision and data unavailability contribute to the blocking time of CON, whereas channel collision dominates the blocking time of OURS, as shown in Figure 11. In other words, the difference in forward progress between OURS and CON shown in Figure 10 will be more significant if channel collision is alleviated.

Overall, OURS shows the lowest blocking time among the evaluated protocols, and also causes lower communication overhead than CON under intermittent power. Compared with CON, OURS reduces the blocking time by 30 to 41%, and the communication overhead by 2 to 13%. These reductions, which play an important role in the overall forward progress improvement shown in Figure 10, are more evident under a weaker power source or in a larger network.

VII. DISCUSSION ON SCALABILITY

To accommodate network connection and/or system failures, traditional distributed systems typically rely on data synchronization [10, 41] or recovery mechanisms [7, 8, 22]. A distributed synchronization/recovery procedure, when applied to an intermittent network, may not be timely completed before other nodes encounter power failures, thus stagnating the network. By contrast, our protocol maintains data consistency among nodes at all times to eliminate distributed synchronization or recovery, making it more applicable and scalable for intermittent networks than traditional distributed protocols. However, the channel collision, although attributed to the RF transceiver available for our implementation in Section VI-C, largely limits the scale of our prototype network developed for quantitative evaluation. Here, we provide a discussion on the scalability of our protocol and opportunities to further improve its performance.

Suppose that a low-power wireless module that supports multiple access and multi-hop relay routing is available, and the hardware module is sufficiently energy-efficient to operate with relatively weak power and quickly recover from power failures, making a larger-scale intermittent network possible. Accordingly, data borrowing may rely on relay nodes and thus induce more node communications, especially when relay nodes suffer from frequent power failures. To reduce the communication overhead, data-centric routing [20] could be used in our data borrowing mechanism to broadcast object requests to the network and then aggregate duplicated copies on intermediate nodes through different paths. Existing routing protocols [4, 54], which aim to increase the probability of successful data delivery in sensor networks, are orthogonal to our distributed concurrency control protocol developed to improve the computation progress in intermittent networks.

Importantly, the borrowing strategy used in Section IV-B2 can be sophisticated to adapt to large-scale networks. As observed in Section VII-C, there is a trade-off between extra communications required by data borrowing and ineffective communications incurred by data unavailability. Under a weaker power source, where the desired data object will most likely be unavailable, data borrowing would be more beneficial to reduce ineffective communications. In contrast, when the owner node is online, data borrowing simply induces unnecessary communications. Thus, whether to invoke data borrowing ought to depend on if the owner node is expected to be online soon. Moreover, in a small network, if no borrowable copy exists, data borrowing will be unhelpful. In contrast, the larger the network, the more borrowable copies will exist, yet the accessing node may receive multiple identical copies from different nodes. Actually, a single data copy is sufficient to increase data availability. Thus, the strategy should be adapted to borrow data copies from a subset of nodes (e.g., neighbors only) rather than the whole network. There is also some interplay between the power instability and the current network size (in terms of online nodes only). A modeling methodology would facilitate the analysis of such a compound impact on the communication-related trade-off, thereby determining which nodes to borrow and when. An ideal strategy is supposed to obtain the desired data object with the minimum blocking time and communication overhead.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper introduces data borrowing to adapt distributed concurrency control to intermittent networks. Inspired by an observation that the forward progress improved by task concurrency would be significantly offset by data unavailability, data borrowing leverages data copies inherently created in a network to increase data availability and thus improve forward progress. To accommodate extremely frequent node failures, we develop an intermittent-aware protocol to enable data borrowing while guaranteeing data consistency by enforcing serializability, atomicity, and durability.

Our protocol was integrated into a FreeRTOS-extended intermittent operating system [2] and deployed on several Texas Instruments devices to form an intermittent network for small-scale smart farming. By significantly increasing data availability, our protocol can improve the forward progress by 20 to 33%, compared to a distributed concurrency control protocol that integrates the failure-resilient design [11] and two-phase commit protocol [23]. Our protocol is found to be particularly suitable for intermittent networks under frequent power failures.

The source code of our intermittent operating system has been made openly available [1], facilitating the development of intermittent-aware IoT applications. There is still room to explore towards large-scale intermittent networks, as well as the impact of intermittency. Future work will seek to scale up our prototype network by integrating emerging hardware technologies for networking the future IoT [17, 18]. We will also extend our software protocol by considering a more scalable borrowing strategy, where a modeling methodology would be helpful and worthy of further investigation.
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